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Abstract. We study wear-leveling techniques for cuckoo hashing, showing that
it is possible to achieve a memory wear bound of log logn + O(1) after the
insertion of n items into a table of sizeCn for a suitable constantC using cuckoo
hashing. Moreover, we study our cuckoo hashing method empirically, showing
that it significantly improves on the memory wear performance for classic cuckoo
hashing and linear probing in practice.
“I did throw a lot of eggs into one basket, as you do in your teenage years...”
—Dylan Moran [31]
1 Introduction
A dictionary, or lookup table, is a data structure for maintaining a set, S, of key-value
pairs, which are often called items, to support the following operations:
– add(k, v): insert the item (k, v) into S.
– remove(k): remove the item with key k from S.
– lookup(k): return the value v associated with k in S (or return null if there is no
item with key equal to k in S).
The best dictionaries, both in theory and in practice, are implemented using hashing
techniques (e.g., see [4,21]), which typically achieve O(1) expected time performance
for each of the above operations.
One technique that has garnered much attention of late is cuckoo hashing [26],
which is a hashing method that supports lookup and remove operations in worst-case
O(1) time, with insertions running in expected O(1) time. Based on the metaphor of
how the European cuckoo bird lays its eggs, inserting an item via cuckoo hashing in-
volves throwing the item into one of two possible cells and evicting any existing item,
which in turn moves to its other cell, repeating the process. In this standard formulation,
each item in S is stored in one of two possible locations in a table, T , but other vari-
ants have also been studied as well (e.g., see [2,11,12,14,20]). For instance, the cuckoo
hashing with a stash variation sacrifices some of the elegance of the basic algorithm by
adding an auxiliary cache to break insertion cycles, greatly reducing the failure prob-
ability of the algorithm and reducing the need to rebuild the structure when a failure
happens [20]. There have also been improvements to the space complexity for cuckoo
hashing [13,22], as well as experimental studies of the practical applications of cuckoo
hashing [1,35]. In spite of its elegance, efficiency, and practicality, however, cuckoo
hashing has a major drawback with respect to modern memory technologies.
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1.1 Wear Leveling in Modern Memories
Phase-change memory (PCM) and flash memory are memory technologies gaining
in modern interest, due to their persistence and energy efficiency properties. For in-
stance, they are being used for main memories as well as for external storage (e.g.,
see [6,27,32,34]). Unfortunately, such modern memory technologies suffer from mem-
ory wear, a phenomenon caused by charge trapping in the gate oxide [16], in which ex-
tensive writes to the same cell in such memories (typically 10,000–100,000 write/erase
cycles for flash memory) causes all memory cells to become permanently unusable.
To deal with this drawback, several heuristic techniques for wear leveling have been
proposed and studied (e.g., see [5,7,8,9,17,28,33]). Such techniques are intended to
limit memory wear, but they do not produce high-probability wear guarantees; hence,
we are motivated to provide special-purpose solutions for common data structure appli-
cations, such as for dictionaries, that have provable wear-leveling guarantees.
In this paper, we focus on a previously-ignored aspect of cuckoo hashing, namely its
maximum wear—the maximum number of writes to any cell in the hash table, T , during
the execution of a sequence of n operations. Unfortunately, in spite of their other nice
properties, cuckoo hashing and its variants do not have good wear-leveling properties.
For instance, after inserting n items into a hash table, T , implemented using cuckoo
hashing, the expected maximum wear of a cell in T isΩ(log n/ log log n)—this follows
from the well-known balls-in-bins result [25] that throwing n balls into n bins results
in the expected maximum number of balls in a bin being Θ(log n/ log log n). Ideally,
we would strongly prefer there to be a simple way to implement cuckoo hashing that
causes its memory wear to be closer to O(1).
We study a simple but previously unstudied modification to cuckoo hashing that
uses d > 2 hash functions, and that chooses where to insert or reinsert each item based
on the wear counts of the cells it hashes to. We prove that this method achieves, with
high probability, maximum wear of log log n + O(1) after a sequence of n insertions
into a hash table of size Cn, where C is a small constant. Moreover, we show exper-
imentally that this variant achieves significantly reduced wear compared to classical
cuckoo hashing in practice, with deletions as well as insertions.
1.2 Related Work
With respect to previous algorithmic work on memory wear leveling, Ben-Aroya and
Toledo [5] introduce a memory-wear model consisting of N ≥ 2 cells, indexed from 0
toN−1, such that each is a single memory word or block, and such that there is a known
parameter, L, specifying an upper-bound limit on the number of times that any cell of
this memory can be rewritten. They study competitive ratios of wear-leveling heuristics
from an online algorithms perspective. In addition, in even earlier work, Irani et al. [18]
study several schemes for performing general and specific algorithms using write-once
memories. Qureshi et al. [28], on the other hand, describe a wear-leveling strategy,
called the Start-Gap method, which works well in practice but has not yet been ana-
lyzed theoretically. With respect to other previous work involving wear-leveling analy-
sis of specific algorithms and data structures, Chen et al. [10] study the wear-leveling
performance of methods for performing database index and join operations.
Azar et al. [3] show that if one throws n balls into n bins, but with each ball being
added to the least-full bin from k ≥ 2 random choices, then the largest bin will have
size log log n + O(1) with high probability. Subsequentially, other researchers have
discovered further applications of this approach, which has given rise to a paradigm
known as the power of two choices (e.g., see [24]). This paradigm is exploited further
in the work on cuckoo hashing by Pagh and Rodler [26], which, as mentioned above,
uses two random hash locations for items along with the ability to dynamically move
keys to any of its hash locations so as to support worst-case O(1)-time lookups and
removals. Several variants of cuckoo hashing have been considered, including the use
of a small cache (called a “stash”) and the use of more than two hash functions (e.g.,
see [2,11,12,14,20]). Also, as mentioned above, there has also been work improving the
space complexity [13,22], as well as experimental analyses of cuckoo hashing [1,35].
Nevertheless, we are not familiar with any previous work on the memory-wear perfor-
mance of cuckoo hashing, from either a theoretical or experimental viewpoint.
Our approach to improving the memory wear for cuckoo hashing is to use a tech-
nique that could be called the power of three choices, in that we exploit the additional
freedom allowed by implementing cuckoo hashing with at least three hash functions
instead of two. Of course, as cited earlier, previous researchers have considered cuckoo
hashing with more than two hash functions and the balls-in-bins analysis of Azar et
al. [3] applies to any number of at least two choices. Nevertheless, previous many-
choice cuckoo hashing schemes do not have good memory wear bounds, since, even
by the very first random choice for each item, there is an Ω(log n/ log log n) expected
maximum memory-wear bound for classic cuckoo hashing with d ≥ 3 hash functions.
In addition, the approach of Azar et al. does not seem to lead to a bound ofO(log log n)
for the memory wear of the variant of cuckoo hashing we consider, because items in
a cuckoo hashing scheme can move to any of their alternative hash locations during
insertions, rather than staying in their “bins” as required in the framework of Azar et al.
Moreover, there are non-trivial dependencies that exist between the locations where an
item is moved and a sequence of insertions that caused those moves, which complicates
any theoretical analysis.
1.3 Our Results
In this paper, we consider the memory wear of cells of a cuckoo hash table, where by
“wear” we mean the number of times a cell is rewritten with a new value. We introduce
a new cuckoo hashing insertion rule that essentially involves determining the next lo-
cation to “throw” an item by considering the existing wear of the possible choices. We
provide a theoretical analysis proving that our simple rule has low wear—namely, for
a suitably small constant αd, when inserting αn items into a cuckoo hash table with n
cells, d distinct choices per item, and α < αd, the maximum wear on any cell can be
bounded by log log n+O(1).
Of course, for any reasonable values of n, the above log log n term is essentially
constant; hence, our theoretical analysis necessarily begs an interesting question:
Does our modified insertion rule for cuckoo hashing lead to improved
memory-wear performance in practice?
To answer this question, we performed a suite of experiements which show that, in
fact, even for large, but non-astronomical, values of n, our simple insertion rule leads
to significant improvements in the memory-wear performance of cuckoo hashing over
classic cuckoo hashing and hashing via linear probing.
2 Algorithm
In classical cuckoo hashing, each item of the dynamic set S is hashed to two possible
cells of the hash table; these may either be part of a single large table or two separate
tables. When an item x is inserted into the table (at the first of its two cells), it displaces
any item y already stored in that cell. The displaced item y is reinserted at its other cell,
which in turn may displace a third item z, and so on. If n items are inserted into a table
whose number of cells is a sufficiently large multiple of n, then with high probability
all chains of displaced items eventually terminate within O(log n) steps, producing a
data structure in which each lookup operation may be performed in constant time. The
expected time per insertion is O(1). Removals may be performed in the trivial way, by
simply removing an item from its cell and leaving all other items in their places. By a
standard analysis of balls-and-bins processes, the wear arising just from placing items
into their first cells, not even counting the additional wear from re-placing displaced
items, is Ω(log n/ log log n).
A standard variant of cuckoo hashing allows more than two choices. In this setting,
when an item x is inserted, it first goes through its choices in order to see if any are
empty. If none are, one must be displaced. A common approach in this case is to use
what is called random walk cuckoo hashing [13,15]; when an item is to be displaced,
it is chosen randomly from an item’s choices. (Usually, after the first displacement, one
does not allow the item that was immediately just placed to be displaced again, as this
would be wasteful in terms of moves.) Allowing more choices allows for higher load
factors in the hash table and makes the probability of a failure much smaller.
We modify the standard algorithm, using d ≥ 3 choices for each item, in the fol-
lowing ways:
– Associated with each cell we store a wear count of the number of times that cell
has been overwritten by our structure.
– When an item is inserted, it is placed into one of its d cells with the lowest wear
count, rather than always being placed into the first of its cells.
– When an item y is displaced from a cell, we compare the wear counts of all d of the
cells associated with y (including the one it has just been displaced from, causing
its wear count to increase by one). We then store y in the cell with the minimum
wear count, breaking ties arbitrarily, and displace any item that might already be
placed in this cell.
A computational shortcut that makes no difference to the analysis of our algorithm
is to take note of a situation in which two items x and y are repeatedly displacing each
other from the same cell; in this case, the repeated displacement will terminate when
the wear count of the cell reaches a number at least as high as the next smallest wear
count of one of the other cells of x or y. Rather than explicitly performing the repeated
displacement, the algorithm may calculate the wear count at which this termination will
happen, and perform the whole sequence of repeated displacements in constant time.
3 Analysis
As is common in theoretical analyses of cuckoo hashing (e.g., see [2,11,12,14,20,26]),
let us view the cuckoo hash table in terms of a random hypergraph, H , where there is
a vertex in H for each cell in the cuckoo hash table, and there is a hyperedge in H
for each inserted item, with the endpoints of this hyperedge determined by the d cells
associated with this item. For the sake of this analysis, we consider a sequence of αn
insertions into an initially empty table of size, n, and we disallow deletions. (Although
the analysis of mixed sequences of insertions and deletions is beyond the approach of
this section, we study such mixed update sequences experimentally later in this paper.)
Thus, H has n vertices and αn hyperedges, each of which is a subset of d vertices.
In this context, we say that a subgraph of H with s edges and r vertices is a tree, if
(d − 1)s = r − 1, and it is unicyclic, if (d − 1)s = r (e.g., see [19]). Since the d hash
functions are random, H is a standard random d-ary (or “d-uniform”) hypergraph, with
d ≥ 3 being a fixed constant; hence, we may use the following well-known fact about
random hypergraphs.
Lemma 1 (Schmidt-Pruzan and Shamir [29]; Karon´ski and Łuczak [19]). When
α < 1/(d(d − 1)), with probability 1 − O(1/n) the maximum connected component
size in H is O(log n), and all components are either trees or unicyclic components.
Here the constant implicit in the O(log n) may depend on α and d, and affects the
O(1) term in the final log log n+O(1) bound on the wear.
We define an orientation onH where each hyperedge inH is oriented to one of its d
cells, denoting where the associated item resides. Thus, such an orientation has at most
one hyperedge oriented to each vertex, since there is at most one item located in each
cell.
Recall our modified cuckoo hashing insertion procedure, which allows us to achieve
our bound on wear. We assume that each cell tracks its current wear (the number of
times the cell value has been rewritten) in a counter. On insertion for a time, x, if any
of the d cells for x is empty, then x is placed in one of its empty cells (randomly
chosen). Otherwise, x replaces the item, y, in the cell with the smallest wear out of its d
possible choices. The replaced item, y, continues by replacing the item in the cell with
the smallest wear out of its d choices, and so on, until all items are placed. Note that
a pair of items, x and y, may repeatedly replace each other in a cell until the wear of
the cell increases to the point when there is an alternative lower-wear cell for x or y (in
practice we would not have perform the repeated replacements, but would update the
wear variable accordingly).
For a cell of wear k, we define its wear-children to be the d − 1 other cells cor-
responding to the item contained in this cell. Our proof of the O(log log n) bound on
the maximum wear for our modified cuckoo hashing scheme depends, in part, on the
following three simple, but crucial, observations.
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Fig. 1. A tree component in the hypergraph of cells (yellow ovals) and values (blue and pink
triangles) for a cuckoo hash table with d = 3. The arrows in the value triangles indicate the
cell into which each value is placed. The complete binary tree associated with a cell of wear 3
is shown by the pink triangles. Some additional values and cells needed to achieve the depicted
wear values are not shown.
Observation 1 A cell of wear k has d− 1 wear-children with wear at least k − 1.
This is because for a cell to obtain wear k all the choice corresponding to the item
placed in that cell have to have wear at least k − 1 at the time of its placement.
Observation 2 Consider any tree component in the hypergraph H with a cell of wear
k. Then the component contains a (d−1)-ary tree consisting of the cell’s wear-children,
and the wear-children of those wear-children, and so on, of at least (d−1)k+1 distinct
nodes.
This is because, by Observation 1, a cell of wear k has d−1 wear-children with wear at
least k−1, each of which has d−1 of its own children, and we can iterate this argument
counting descendants down to wear 0. The nodes must be distinct when the component
is a tree. Fig. 1 depicts an example.
If we did not need to consider unicyclic components, we would be done at this
point. This is because, by Lemma 1, component sizes are bounded by O(log n) with
high probability, and, if all components are trees, then, by Observation 2, if there is a
cell of wear k, then there is a component of size at least (d− 1)k. Thus, for d ≥ 3, the
maximum wear would necessarily be log log n+ O(1) with high probability. Our next
observation, therefore, deals with unicyclic components.
Observation 3 Consider any unicyclic component in the hypergraph H with a cell of
wear k. Then the component contains a (d − 1)-ary tree of (d − 1)k−1 + 1 distinct
nodes.
Proof. We follow the same argument as for a tree component, in which we build a
complete (d − 1)-ary tree from the given cell. Because the component is not acyclic,
this process might find more than one path to the same cell. If this should ever happen,
we keep only the first instance of that cell, and prune the tree at the second instance of
the same cell (preventing it from being a complete tree). This pruning step breaks the
only cycle in a unicyclic component, so there is only one such pruning and the result is
a tree that is complete except for one missing branch. The worst place for the pruning
step to occur is nearest the root of the tree tree, in which case at most a 1/(d − 1)
fraction of the tree is cut off. uunionsq
It is clear that unicyclic components do not change our conclusion that the maxi-
mum wear is log log n+O(1) with high probability.
Theorem 4. If our modified cuckoo hashing algorithm performs a sequence of n inser-
tions, with d ≥ 3, on a table whose size is a sufficiently large multiple of n, then with
high probability the wear will be log log n+O(1).
Proof. We form a d-regular hypergraph whose vertices are the cells of the hash table,
and whose hyperedges record the sets of cells associated with each item. By Lemma 1,
with high probability, all components of this graph are trees or unicyclic components,
with O(log n) vertices. By Observations 2 and 3, any cell with wear k in one of these
components has associated with it a binary tree with Ω(2k) vertices. In order to satisfy
2k = O(log n) (the binary tree cannot be larger than the component containing it) we
must have k ≤ log log n+O(1). uunionsq
It would be of interest to extend this analysis to sequences of operations that mix
insertions with deletions, but our current methods handle only insertions.
4 Experiments
We have implemented and tested three hashing algorithms:
– our variant of cuckoo hashing with d = 3 hash functions
– standard cuckoo hashing with d = 3 hash functions3
– standard open-address hashing with linear probing and eager deletion (explained
below) [30].
We ran a series of tests to gauge the behavior of maximum wear for the above three
algorithms. In all cases, the setup was the same: we start with an initially empty hash
table of capacity 30 million items, then perform a number of insertions, until desired
usage ratio (fill ratio) is achieved (we tested usage ratios 1/6, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3 and 4/5).
Then, for the main part of the test, we perform 1 billion (109) operation pairs, where a
single operation pair consists of
3 Using standard cuckoo hashing with d = 2 proved counterproductive, as multiple failures
(i.e., situations where we are unable to insert new item into the table) were observed. This
is due to the failure probability being non-negligible, of the order Θ(1/n), in this version of
cuckoo hashing. Of course, such failures can be circumvented by using a stash [20] for storing
items that failed to be inserted, but a stash necessarily has to be outside of the wear-vulnerable
memory, or it has to be moved a lot, since it will have many rewrites. Thus, we did not include
comparisons to cuckoo hashing with two hash functions.
1. deleting a randomly selected item that is present in the hash table
2. inserting a new item into the hash table.
This way, once the desired usage ratio is achieved in the first phase, it is kept constant
throughout the rest of the test. For the sequence of insertions, we simply used integers
in the natural order (i.e., 0, 1, 2, . . .), since the hash functions are random. Different test
runs with the same input were parametrized by the use of different hash functions in
the algorithm. We ran about 13 tests for each (usage ratio, algorithm) combination. Our
tests were implemented in C++. We used various cryptographic hash functions provided
by the mhash library [23].
As discussed above, we store wear information for each cell in the hash table. Each
time a new value is written into the cell, we increase its wear count. In the case of linear
probing, when an item, a, is erased, all subsequent items in the same probe sequence
(until an empty cell is encountered) need to be rehashed. This is implemented as erasing
an item and inserting it again using the insertion algorithm. It is easy to implement this
in a way such that if a rehashed item ends up in its original position, no physical write
is necessary. Therefore we did not count this case as a wear increase.
In addition to the above scenario of mixed insertions and deletions, we also mea-
sured the max wear after an insertion of 20 million items into a hash table of capacity
30 million, with no deletions. The results are shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Average maximum wear during initial insertion sequence (20 million insertions into hash
table of capacity 30 million), with no deletions. Linear probing is not shown, as it has maximum
wear equal to 1 as long as insertions are the only operations involved.
Even though our theoretical analysis is only valid for sequences of insertions, our
algorithm behaves equally well when insertions are interspersed with deletions, as ex-
plained in the description of the test setting. The results for different usage ratios are
shown in Figures 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. Table 1 contains average wear (calculated over all
cells) when the test has concluded.
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Usage ratio Cuckoo hashing (ours) Cuckoo hashing (standard) Linear probing
1/6 33.92 40.52 37.12
1/3 36.57 52.33 44.41
1/2 44.68 74.51 58.96
2/3 64.52 128.91 90.19
4/5 171.93 281.84 148.29
Table 1. Average wear after sequence of operations.
4.1 Discussion
When the only operations performed are insertions, linear probing achieves optimal
wear (wear = 1). However, when a mixed sequence of insertions and deletions is per-
formed, our algorithm is clearly the best among those tested in terms of minimizing
maximum wear. In this situation, linear probing and standard cuckoo hashing behave
in a similar way, while the maximum wear is much smaller for our algorithm. It is ev-
ident that the difference grows as the hash table becomes more filled (its usage ratio
becomes higher). It is also worth noticing that minimizing maximum wear also results
in smaller overall wear of the hash table, as shown in Table 1 (exept for the case of
wear = 4/5, where linear probing achieves smaller overall wear, but at the cost of
unacceptable slowdown in access time).
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